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Of Lightning Strikes and Bombs:
The Tito-Stalin Split and its Effects
on Polish and East German Society

The Tito-Stalin split came as a shock to East German and Polish communists and their fellow citizens. After being fêted as a friend postwar, in 1948 Yugoslavia was excluded from the socialist community at the outset of its consolidation, and thus carried freighted symbolic importance for Central Europeans. This article focuses on the attempts by the Socialist Unity Party (Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands, SED) and the Polish United Workers Party (Polska Zjednoczona Partia Robotnicza, PZPR) to create and then transform the image of Yugoslavia for pedagogical purposes during the postwar decade. It argues that party officials and their allies viewed a representation of Yugoslavia as both an opportunity and a threat, and shows that the sudden emergence of Feindbild Yugoslavia had significant effects on the worldviews of Poles and East Germans in the early Cold War.

Such images of friends and enemies played a key role in the worldview constructed by East German and Polish communists. Party leaders and their allies deployed these images, based in reality but cast to serve political goals, to help define and elaborate their preferred vision of society and to claim legitimacy for their ideological program. They shaped these profiles of the “other” and exhorted citizens to emulate or reject them accordingly. These images circulated throughout everyday life through popular media and proved essential to the parties’ attempts to influence their populations. For citizens, these ubiquitous representations framed their lived experience of communism in Central Europe and also offered opportunities for negotiation and even resistance.

This paper looks at both the German Democratic Republic (GDR) and Poland as examples of the relationship of two bloc countries to Yugoslavia as well as its related representation there; examining both countries gives a sense of the range of possibility within the bloc and offers comparative insights. And Yugoslavia offers a compelling
and unusual case, as its representation changed from that of friend to enemy (and then back again after 1953). It thus presented a challenge to the usual Manichean worldview that asserted the unstoppable forward march of communism over its capitalist and imperialist foes. The many characteristics of the image of Yugoslavia had been applied intensively if inconsistently in the postwar years, and could be put together in a myriad of ways to create an image useful to party leaders as well to an ordinary citizen. As simultaneously a real actor and a familiar symbol in the early Cold War, Yugoslavia was an important touchstone for Central European debates about Stalinism and the thaw.

**Yugoslavia as Heroic Friend, 1945-1948**

During the first postwar years, both East German and Polish communists found in Yugoslavia a key ally for the building of socialism and an important mobilizing tool with respect to their populations. An initial image of socialist Yugoslavia as a heroic example coalesced and spread in both countries before the abrupt about-face in the summer of 1948. This positive representation became more widespread in Poland, but proved important for many East German communists as well. For the Germans, the relationship was more fraught given the legacy of the war, while Poles celebrated an analogous resistance to Nazism. The Poles could also draw upon a notion of Slavic brotherhood, while their East German counterparts had to deal with anti-Slav sentiments.¹

Prominent East German communists had a number of personal connections to the Yugoslav leadership, in that some had fought together in the Spanish Civil War. Walter Ulbricht had even helped Tito to travel from Moscow to Yugoslavia during the Second World War to fight.² In the immediate postwar years, the Communist Party of Yugoslavia was a model for East German communists, following closely behind only the Soviet party in the eyes of many SED members.³ The uncertainty surrounding the fate of eastern Germany as well as the negative legacy of German involvement in the Balkans during the Second World War did, however, make contacts between the two parties and peoples more fraught.

The wartime legacy was, however, also usefully instrumentalized by the SED as it looked to the presence of tens of thousands of German prisoners of war in Yugoslavia. Thousands chose to help Yugoslavia rebuild after 1945, in a program that also included communist-inspired education.⁴ There was even a journal, *Der Aufbau—für Arbeitssinitiative und Einsatz der deutschen und österreichischen Kriegsgefangenen in Jugoslawien*
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³ Weber, *Die SED und der Titoismus*.
⁴ Mählert, *Die Partei hat immer recht!*, p. 388.
(Construction: For Work Initiative and Service of the German and Austrian Prisoners of War in Yugoslavia), for these Germans and interested individuals in Central Europe. A not-untypical article lauded the “united workers... as an example and model from which we can learn the most important and great things.... We have learned that only a united people that stays together and in which the working person is the most important citizen can realize the tremendous task of societal renewal.” This and other articles explicitly evoked Yugoslav efforts towards unity and development as an ideal for Germans to follow. Similar reports with such framing also appeared in the press more broadly, as one in which former prisoners thanked the Yugoslavs and asserted: “We return to our homeland as new people. We take the spirit of progressive democracy and true popular government as a precious asset to implement in our new, developing Germany.”

There was also a move to spread knowledge more widely back in eastern Germany through a German-Yugoslav Friendship Society, but these efforts were cut short by the split in 1948. A Yugoslav delegation from the youth organization did visit the second Free German Youth (Freie deutsche Jugend, FDJ) meeting in 1947, the first international youth organization to do so. As late as the end of May 1948, plans to send two delegations, of journalists and cultural figures, to Yugoslavia were continuing apace.

The press proved an essential forum in both countries for propagating an image of Yugoslavia, and both the country and its leader featured in extensive and positive coverage in the immediate postwar years, with over 100 articles annually in the main party-linked newspaper Neues Deutschland. Yugoslavia was depicted as fighting for peace and democracy, achieving the basis for socialism while engineering impressive economic growth and necessary agricultural reform. Other articles reported significant improvement in comparison to the supposedly benighted prewar period, especially with respect to educating society, with great progress made in education. Tito was portrayed as a strong leader, and his views were expressed in glowing terms through numerous articles. Glos Ludu, the equivalent Polish newspaper, provided a similar image of Yugoslavia, also through hundred of articles from 1945 to 1948. Tito was also portrayed here as a
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heroic and wise leader of both Yugoslavia and the Balkans, a crucial friend of the emerging people’s democracies, and as a fighter against fascism and for socialism. 14 Reports focused on Yugoslavia’s successes and celebrated the close relationship between the two countries. 15 In a related example, a featured article in the weekly magazine Kuźnica positively described Yugoslav political and cultural life as refracted through the monthlong visit of leading literary figure Adam Ważyk in the fall of 1947. 16 A handful of Yugoslav writers made appearances in Polish magazines at this time, and roughly a dozen books were translated into Polish. 17

These links between Yugoslavia and Poland were more extensive than in the case of eastern Germany, due to the presence of a Polish state that could more easily organize such connections as well as a shared wartime legacy of resistance and a notional Slavic brotherhood. 18 These exchanges started at the very top and extended widely in the immediate postwar years. Tito visited Warsaw in March 1946, and the two countries signed agreements on friendship and mutual help, as well as on cultural exchange. 19 Polish president Bolesław Bierut returned the visit during that same fall. Close relations and numerous exchanges also existed between the military of the two countries. 20 They also exchanged youth work brigades of roughly 100 young men and women in the summers of 1946 and 1947 to help with postwar reconstruction. The Yugoslav delegation in 1946 particularly impressed their hosts as an example to Polish youth with their laudable qualities in work, culture, and education. 21

The Poles and Yugoslavs organized an impressive number of initiatives, especially given the postwar difficulties. Cultural officials in the Polish Ministry of Culture worked to realize an ambitious plan of exchanges that included films, radio broadcasts, concerts, exhibitions, and students, artists, and cultural officials. 22 One high-profile effort was the exhibition “The Art of the Nations of Yugoslavia in the 19th and 20th Centuries” appearing in the National Museum of Warsaw and then in Krakow in the spring of 1948, with nearly 40,000 visitors in the capital and around 10,000 in Krakow. 23
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Another significant institution for creating and propagating a positive, pedagogical image of Yugoslavia was the Society for Polish-Yugoslav Friendship (Towarzystwo Przyjaźni Polsko-Jugosłowiańskiej), an organization with 60,000 members across the country. It had an ambitious program to help realize its efforts to create mass awareness of Yugoslav achievements. The Society facilitated a wide range of exchanges going both directions, and tried to leverage events such as Tito’s 1946 visit to spread knowledge of Yugoslavia among the Polish population. Another important moment was Yugoslav “Republic Day” on November 29, when the Society sought to organize major events and press coverage around Yugoslavia. For the 1947 iteration, it developed talks for schools and other educational institutions to popularize the “new Yugoslavia” among young people. More general lectures in Warsaw on the Yugoslav struggle for national liberation were “relatively well attended,” in the opinion of the Yugoslavs, seemingly indicating a certain level of interest from the capital’s population.

Even though an awareness of socialist Yugoslavia was not particularly well entrenched in either country during the chaotic postwar years, a useful image had been established. The anti-fascist Yugoslavs had liberated themselves and were building socialism under their dynamic leader, and this image could be evoked to inspire and educate East Germans and Poles.

**Tito’s Yugoslavia as Hated Enemy, 1948-1954**

This all of course changed dramatically in the summer of 1948—the “Yugoslav bomb,” in the recollection of Polish writer Jerzy Putrament, or the “lightning strike,” as conceptualized by young German communist (and later historian) Hermann Weber. Conflicts over alternate paths to socialism and Soviet hegemony within the communist world intensified early that year, climaxing in the expulsion of Yugoslavia from the Cominform by the other member parties, including the PZPR, at the end of June 1948. Although the SED was not a member, it joined in the condemnation and proclaimed its allegiance to the USSR and its particular variant of socialism. In the context of the deepening Cold War and related Stalinist paranoia, and despite the links
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described above, key hardliners in the East German and Polish communist leadership embraced the emerging negative image of Yugoslavia as a useful tool to educate their populations about the correct Stalinist path. At this crucial turn towards consolidation of the Soviet bloc, Yugoslavia became one of the symbols used to purge those who encouraged different political outcomes, including a that particular national roads to communism would not be tolerated. Yugoslavia was portrayed as a dangerous example of the betrayal of correct communist ideals, hypernationalism, and the seduction of the West, and proved a useful pedagogical example against which “proper” socialist society could be constituted during this early peak of the Cold War. The favorable image established and propagated during the immediate postwar years did not just disappear, however, and indeed was evoked by those who desired an alternative to Stalinism.

For the SED in the years following June 1948, Yugoslavia functioned as a negative foil for proponents of the Stalinist path to construct an East German identity. From the popular press to specialized party literature, East German media launched a full-throated propaganda campaign over the next months and years. The very first communiqué in the press set out these terms clearly: Yugoslavia had made major mistakes and East Germans must learn from them by emulating the Soviet Union and building the “party of the new type” on the Soviet model. Henceforth, Neues Deutschland, like the press across eastern Germany, regularly condemned Tito and Yugoslavia. Tito featured in the title of dozens of articles each year for the following years, and was mentioned in hundreds of articles total. Many of these referred to the “Tito-Clique” and “Tito-Dictatorship,” and portrayed the Yugoslav leader in aggressive terms as in league with Western imperialists and reactionaries. He was accused of deploying fascist methods and having betrayed his communist ideals for money. The Yugoslav population was consistently shown as suffering under his rule, which offered an telling example to those East Germans who might push for a similar path.

In addition to newspapers, the campaign used a wide variety of other outlets. In a long article in Einheit, the party theoretical journal, in the fall of 1948, Rudolf Herrnstadt laid out the case against Yugoslav “ideological corruption” in strong language. Several pamphlets that year explained the nature of the split and its implications for East Germans to party members as well as a wider audience. One of the main brochures intended for wider consumption, Lessons from the Degeneration of the Yugoslav Party Leadership, carried its pedagogical intent right in the title. In handy, user-friendly

format, it featured the Cominform Resolution and the SED’s official resolution, with explanatory contributions by German, Soviet, and other bloc communists. Wilhelm Pieck, co-chairman of the SED and future president of the GDR, provided the introduction, which encouraged Germans to learn from the mistakes exhibited by the Yugoslavs, in particular the need to follow the Soviet path to communism and to build a “party of a new type.”

A similar pamphlet from party leader Walter Ulbricht was directed more narrowly to SED members, whom he exhorted to study and learn from the Yugoslav mistakes, and to overcome their own errors. Party officials organized meetings in workplaces to discuss Yugoslavia, and facilitators were provided materials as a guide. The themes of a “political education evening” in November 1948 centered around Yugoslavia’s mistakes, in particular “self-glorifying nationalist policies” and a failure to emulate the Soviet Union, and the lessons that Germans should draw. In summer 1949, the Volkspolizei (People’s Police) were targeted with extensive materials about Yugoslavia’s egregious mistakes and encouraged to learn from this for their own fight for socialism alongside the Soviet Union. Translations of Renaud de Jouvenel’s *Tito: Marshal of Traitors* and Dino Kjosseff’s *Tito without Masks*, intended for a broad audience and printed in the tens of thousands, sought to spread this negative image of Yugoslavia throughout society.

Also to this end, and on the cultural front, Austrian communist Ernst Fischer’s play *Der große Verrat* (*The Great Betrayal*), a hardline condemnation of Tito that presented a starkly bi-polar world with only one good side, appeared all across the GDR in 1950-51. It received its premiere at the German Theater in Berlin in summer 1950 to long applause from an audience that included Walter Ulbricht and President Wilhelm Pieck, and enthusiastic reviews that praised it as a great “political-pedagogical” success. This production was used for even more explicitly propaganda purposes, as it was staged to great acclaim at the Verwaltungsakademie *Walter Ulbricht* on the eve of the 33rd anniversary of the October Revolution. It also appeared in Leipzig and Dresden, and furthermore served to inaugurate the new theater in Magdeburg on the eve of Stalin’s birthday.
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The show trials of László Rajk in Hungary in 1949 and Rudolf Slánský in Czechoslovakia in 1952 focused on Tito as a major enemy and thus provided regular focus on Yugoslavia.\(^{44}\) Articles continued to appear regularly in the East German press in the fall of 1949 that attacked Tito for his treacherous acts towards Hungary and the communist movement.\(^{45}\) The party journal *Einheit* featured a number of articles on the Rajk trial, and depicted Tito as a fascist traitor and Yugoslavia as a tool of imperialists.\(^{46}\) Such reporting became even more intense with the Slánský trial, as the SED issued a major resolution in spring 1953 and gave it widespread publicity through the press, pamphlets, and discussions at all levels of the SED. It portrayed Yugoslavia as a deepening threat to socialism as it used terror to establish dominance over the working class as part of an imperialist project.\(^{47}\) The party leadership believed all this would “arm the party and the German working class with political vigilance and determination… to secure ideological, political, and organizational unity.”\(^{48}\) In Poland, an article in the aftermath of the Slánský trial portrayed Yugoslavia as the first example of treasonous behavior that threatened socialism, and portrayed Tito at the heart of the crimes exposed in the show trials across the region. It warned against following a Titoist example that would inevitably lead to fascist dictatorship and capitalist misery.\(^{49}\)

Poland’s main party newspaper represented Yugoslavia in similar fashion through hundreds of articles, with an increase of negative intensity from summer 1948 through 1949. Most offered a portrayal similar to that seen in the GDR, with regular use of “klika Tito,” “Tito dictatorship,” and “Tito terrorist regime,” as well as choice epithets to describe Tito as a fascist, renegade, traitor, and as the “favorite of the reactionary riff-raff.” Articles were generally careful to place blame on Tito for the damaging effects of his policies on the population, and also to describe in highly favorable terms those Yugoslav communists who were opposing him.\(^{50}\) In showing the negative qualities and actions of Tito and his associates, these frequent press reports offered a pedagogical representation of how East Germans and Poles should behave.

Outside of the daily press, many other Polish publications worked to spread this negative image of Yugoslavia under Tito. Prominent journalist Stanisław Brodzki penned a blistering attack on Tito in 1950, in a large print run of 25,000, with chapter titles like
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“Five Years of Chauvinist Megalomania,” “The Trojan Horse of Imperialism,” and “Fascist Terror.” The de Jouvenel title mentioned above as well as Jacques Duclos’ *Yugoslavia under the Terror of the Tito Clique* also appeared in Poland for public consumption, as did home-grown works like *Rajk, Tito, Wallstreet. Prozes w Budapeszcze*, which had a high print run of 30,000. As the last title suggests, as in East Germany Tito and Yugoslavia were folded into the show trials of László Rajk in Hungary and then Rudolf Slánský, and remained prominent *Feindbilder* in both countries throughout the Stalinist era.

Polish officials also sought to saturate the public space with this negative image using whatever means available. Authorities organized around two dozen anti-Tito Yugoslavs who stayed in Poland after the split, and mobilized them to engage in publicity, often at Polish Radio, against Tito. The group put out a bulletin, *For Victory*, wrote articles for the Polish press, and spoke at meetings designed to condemn Tito and his associates. A student group was founded in Gdańsk and had members across Poland. In the fall of 1949, banners were hung outside the Yugoslav embassy that condemned “Titoist provocateurs and instigators.” A high profile trial of Yugoslav official Milić Petrović that same year received considerable press attention that framed his case as illustrative of the Yugoslav threat to Polish socialism. He was convicted of spying and received a further four years for the distribution of illegal publications. A book with a 10,000 copy print run was published in the aftermath, painted a dark picture of Yugoslav perfidy, and made it clear the lessons to be drawn: “The Polish nation, like all nations that love freedom and peace, sees today… the shameful path of the traitorous Tito clique and the true role of the Anglo-American imperialists. The Polish working class, with the entirety of our healthy and patriotic-thinking society, repeatedly have condemned this betrayal with indignation…In addition to their spying, Titoist agents and provocateurs are trying to spread the poison of nationalist-trotskyist propaganda throughout Polish society and organize political diversion against the foundations of our democratic Polish state.”

The Yugoslavs did not simply accept to this flood of negative publicity, but sought to offer their own counter-image through the spreading of materials in the two countries.
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In Poland in 1949 alone, the Yugoslav embassy distributed nearly 23,000 informational bulletins, over 22,000 newspapers, and more than 4000 brochures. The latter, with titles like “About the False and Unjust Accusations against the Communist Party of Yugoslavia” and “The Real Reasons for the Slanders Directed against Yugoslavia,” were addressed to individuals, party offices, and factory meeting rooms. The Yugoslav embassy also offered Polish-language radio broadcasts. Polish officials took this counter-propaganda seriously as a destabilizing threat and sought to block its distribution.

In East Germany, materials in support of Yugoslavia also came in, from West Berlin and elsewhere, and were a source of instability. Indeed, the initial SED declaration in early July 1948 condemned the Yugoslavs for distributing materials in Berlin. In the fall of 1949, there were numerous reports of pro-Yugoslav materials appearing in Berlin. On the fifth anniversary of the Cominform Resolution in the summer of 1953, the Stasi described a 20-page pamphlet sent through the mail to the “socialists of the GDR” that contained “shameless agitation against the Soviet Union…and sought to glorify Tito and his policies as well as to laud the situation in Yugoslavia as model socialism.” Coming on the heels of the June 17 Uprising, when hundreds of thousands of East Germans took to the streets in protest of the SED’s variant of socialism, such activity seemed threatening indeed.

Some East Germans and Poles were not willing to accept the official, negative post-1948 image, either because they supported some version of the Yugoslav socialist vision, or because they hoped the dispute signaled the end of the communist era in their country. In the immediate aftermath of the publication of the June 28 Cominform Resolution, students in Krakow reacted “with hope and joy” and celebrated Tito for breaking with Stalin. Over the following months, Polish security officials noted repeated praise for Yugoslavia’s split with the USSR. Yugoslavia as a symbol of protest was frequently evoked by workers at times of unrest and dissatisfaction; some even threatened “a revolution like in Yugoslavia” if their wages were reduced. In the following years, leaflets and graffiti appeared in workplaces with slogans like “Long Live Tito!” and similar pro-Yugoslav phrases.
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Significant support of Tito's Yugoslavia also continued in East Germany, to the great worry of SED hardliners. The aforementioned German prisoners of war sympathetic to both communism and Yugoslavia came under significant party mistrust and often only unwillingly suppressed the latter part of their biography after 1948. The SED Control Commission undertook a thorough review of former Yugoslav POWs in the fall of 1949 and discovered a worrying level of support for Tito. Two state officials, in the Interior Ministry and the Ministry of Industry, headed up “groups” that were sympathetic to Tito. In Thuringia, yet another former POW had reportedly extended his pro-Tito influence over 50 of the 60 men in his working group. Even in the summer of 1950, he continued to receive the main trade union journal from Yugoslavia and publicly praised Tito’s version of socialism. More generally, contacts between the national trade unions of the two countries perhaps surprisingly continued into 1949 with letters expressing interest in the exchange of ideas and experiences. Other, smaller-scale acts of rebellion were linked to support for Tito, such as throwing rocks through windows during party meetings.

The highest profile threat to the new image of Yugoslavia and, relatively, to the hardline vision of communism coming into being in eastern Germany, centered on Wolfgang Leonhard. He was an SED member who had lived in the Soviet Union from 1935 to 1945, and was one of the members of the Ulbricht Group that secretly returned to Germany from Moscow in April 1945. He occupied a particularly influential position as an instructor at the main party school, “Karl Marx,” where he had significant contact with young cadres. One of them, the aforementioned Hermann Weber, recalls a 1947 speech that “painted a positive image with ardent zeal” and asserted that Tito “was one of the greatest leaders of the communist world movement.” Leonhard was very sympathetic to the Yugoslav position in summer 1948, and shared his opinions, as well as Yugoslav materials, with colleagues and students at the school and beyond, to considerable sympathy and interest. His support for Yugoslavia—and critique of the SED’s course—met with interest and sympathy from a significant number of his students and colleagues. In March 1949, he fled to Yugoslavia, where he gave several acts of rebellion.
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radio broadcasts in the following months that were heard over Radio Belgrade by some GDR citizens. Leonhard also penned two short pro-Yugoslav books, for distribution back in East Germany, that sought to counter official SED claims and offer a positive counter-image. The SED leadership took this situation very seriously, and attempted to suppress these works. The party’s central control commission conducted a massive investigation of Leonhard’s influence at the party school and in related organizations like the FDJ, in hopes of minimizing any effects, and also organized numerous public meetings and self-critical statements. The director of the Saxon police school, for example, was removed for his support of Leonhard. Weber recalls “an unleashed wave of meetings and shocked declarations, and hours-long discussions about faulty vigilance.”

Conclusion

The new, negative representation of Yugoslavia was mobilized seamlessly into the larger contexts of building the new Stalinized parties and purging opposition to the SED and PZPR. In the dominant narrative taking shape in both countries, Yugoslavia became useful shorthand for deluded communists who had been subverted by the West, and representative of a dangerous path to be avoided. Tito and his country became cautionary examples of arrogance, hypernationalism, the betrayal of correct communist ideals, the corruption of capitalism, and the seduction of the West, and proved a useful pegagogical example against which the “proper” socialist society could be defined during this initial peak of the Cold War. But the highly positive image propagated during the immediate postwar years did not just disappear, and indeed was mobilized by those who wished for an alternative to the Stalinist system. The confusion and tensions around the revised representation of Yugoslavia produced a significant dissonance among party members and the population—while a consistent worldview that implied the success of communism was undermined, these ideological fissures provided opportunities to explore alternate ideas and to question the correctness of party doctrine. The interaction with and representation of Yugoslavia was thus an important site for contesting what communism would actually look like in East Germany and Poland. For party leaders who desired to construct their vision, for reformers who wanted to modify that vision, and for ordinary citizens who sought to have their voices heard, Yugoslavia was a crucial touchstone in the early Cold War and the decades following.
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Summary

David G. Tompkins

Of Lightning Strikes and Bombs: The Tito-Stalin Split and its Effects on Polish and East German Society

This paper focuses on the attempts by the East German and Polish workers’ parties to create a useful image of Yugoslavia for pedagogical purposes during the postwar decade. A positive representation took shape in the years before the split in both countries. Thereafter, confusion around the revised representation of Yugoslavia produced a significant dissonance among party members and the population. The positive image propagated during the immediate postwar years did not just disappear and indeed was mobilized by those who wished for an alternative to the Stalinist system. The interaction with and representation of Yugoslavia was an important site for contesting what communism would actually look like in East Germany and Poland. For party leaders who desired to construct their vision, for reformers who wanted to modify that vision, and for ordinary citizens who sought to have their voices heard, Yugoslavia was a crucial touchstone in the early Cold War.